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China Best Point of Sale Hardware 

 

SuiYi’s new all-in-one POS cash register, QPOS, is 

an excellent quality and reliable supermarket cash 

register. It uses Intel I5-11 generation processors 

and Windows 10 operating system to achieve 

ultra-high performance and ultra-low power 

consumption 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

SE-QPOS is very flexible and compatible with many configurations. You are also free to 

choose the corresponding peripherals according to your business. It can adapt to a wide 

range of scenarios, such as supermarkets, shopping centers, and convenience stores, 

saving users' investment. 

 

Product Parameter 

Smart Cash Register 

Model 

SE-QPOS 

Display screen 

main screen: 15.1" 1024*768 

2nd screen: 11.6" 1366*768 

Touch screen 

Projected capacitive screen, multi-touch 

Thermal printer 

80 mm thermal printer, automatic paper cutting 

Operation System 

Android/Windows 

Color 

White/Black 

Warranty 

2 years standard 

Certification 

ISO9001 / CE / RoHS / FCC 

 

 

Product Detail 

Advanced Features: 
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Extensive interface expansion 

Rich I/O interface to meet a variety of peripheral requirements 

 

More flexible configuration and optional peripherals 

Multiple types of peripherals available, with VFD customer display, MSR card reader, NFC, 

iButton and fingerprint reader optional 

 

Ergonomic design 

Multiple sizes of primary and secondary screens available, the angle of the the main and 

secondary screen is adjustable and ergonomically designed to fit the user's angle of use. 

 

Product Feature and Application  

Recommended combinations 

Main Screen: 15.1” 

2nd Screen: 15.1” / 11.6” 

High performance CPU processor, support Win7/10/11 OS 

Flexibility and ease of movement 

Widely used in applications such as supermarket, convenience store, cake shop, retail 

fresh store, restaurants, bakery and other application scenarios. 

 

Product Qualification  

 

We gained CE/ FCC/ RoHS/ ISO9001 certificate for the China best point of sale 

hardware.  

 

 

Package and Delivery 

We have customized carton package for the China best point of sale hardware to ensure 

the safety in transportation. 
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FAQ 

Q: Are you a manufacturer? 

A: Yes, SuiYi is a POS hardware manufacturer, based in Shenzhen, China. 

 

Q: Can I order a sample to check the quality? 

A: Yes of course! You can order a sample to check the quality. 

 

Q: How can we guarantee quality? 

A: Always a pre-production sample before mass production, Always final Inspection 

before shipment, 48 hours aging test before shipment. 

 

 

 


